At an astonishingly fast pace technical advances are pushing the limits of diagnostic ultrasound. Machines with increasingly higher resolution show us tiny structures we have never thought we could see or even scan for pathologies. Very sensitive color doppler methods show us intraneural vascularization patterns. Strong postprocessing algorithms allow us to modify the image and thus potentially enhance our perception. Although some technical advances fall short of great initial expectations ultrasound images have improved a lot.
But what about us? At the same pace as technical innovations push the boundaries of visibility the very same innovations push us. If image resolution allows the assessment of small nerves, do we know all small nerves? If we can assess single fascicles is it enough to look at the nerve as a whole? Is it ok to measure the cross sectional area only? In countless publications and conferences everybody keeps reminding us that ultrasound strongly depends on the examiner. In a fierce dispute spanning several issues of Ultraschall in der Medizin/European Journal of Ultrasound we are struggling to find a consensus regarding the access of non-physicians to diagnostic ultrasound.
Ultrasound is partly similar to a craftmanship based on skills and experience, but as the number of structures accessible to this method rises ultrasound must also be performed with profound knowledge on anatomy and pathology. As in all areas of medicine specialization is the consequence. Thus, ultrasound training has to adapt. We have to adapt. This document was downloaded for personal use only. Unauthorized distribution is strictly prohibited.
